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1 INTRODUCTION

Is there a Granular Potential?

Josh M. Gramlich,a Mahdi Zarif,b and Richard K. Bowlesac∗

Granular materials, such as sand or grain, exhibit many structural and dynamic characteristics similar to those observed in molecular

systems, despite temperature playing no role in their properties. This has led to an effort to develop a statistical mechanics for granular

materials that has focused on establishing an equivalent to the microcanonical ensemble and a temperature-like thermodynamic variable.

Here, we expand on these ideas by introducing a granular potential into the Edwards ensemble, as an analogue to the chemical potential,

and explore its properties using a simple model of a granular system. A simple kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of the model shows the

effect of mass transport leading to equilibrium and how this is connected to the redistribution of volume in the system. An exact analytical

treatment of the model shows that the compactivity and the ratio of the granular potential to the compactivity determine the equilibrium

between two open systems that are able to exchange volume and particles, and that mass moves from high to low values of this ratio.

Analysis of the granular potential shows that adding a particle to the system increases the entropy at high compactivity, but decreases the

entropy at low compactivity. Finally, we demonstrate the use of a small system thermodynamics method for the measurement of granular

potential differences.

1 Introduction

Macroscopic granular materials, such as sand, grains and dry pow-

ders, are jammed systems that remain static unless subject to ex-

ternal forces. When shaken or tapped, the granular particles re-

arrange, dissipating energy through collisions, before returning to

another jammed state. However, when agitated repeatedly, these

systems appear to evolve to highly reproducible states in terms

of their occupied volume, reminiscent of the type of reproducibil-

ity found in thermodynamics1,2. The dynamics of the constituent

particles also exhibit properties similar to those observed in molec-

ular systems such as supercooled liquids and glasses3,4, or com-

plex fluids5. This has led to the suggestion that the properties of

granular materials could be described by an appropriate form of

statistical mechanics. As a starting point, Edwards6–9 proposed

the equivalent to the micro-canonical ensemble by postulating all

jammed packings with the same volume are equiprobable, which

then defines the entropy as the number of jammed states and the

compactivity, a measure of the capacity of the system to be com-

pressed, as the granular equivalent to the thermal temperature.

A considerable amount of theoretical, computational and exper-

imental work has followed and different aspects of the effort to de-

velop a clearer picture of how statistical mechanics can be used to

describe granular materials have been extensively reviewed10–12.

Studies of the Edwards volume ensemble13–15, using different vol-

ume measures, have been successful in describing the properties

of a number of granular systems. This includes establishing a

phase diagram for jammed matter that spans the random loose

packing to random close packing limits, where the compactivity,

X → ∞ and X → 0, respectively, and accounts for effects due to par-

ticle friction16,17. However, direct tests of the Edwards hypothesis
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have generally been less conclusive. For example, studies of small

systems of binary discs, where the jammed states can be studied

through exhaustive simulation18 have shown that packings with

the same volume are not necessarily equally probable. Recent

simulations that measured the configurational basin volumes as-

sociated with packings of polydisperse soft discs found that the

Edwards hypothesis was correct at the jamming point, where the

configurational entropy is maximal, but was not generally true at

other densities19.

Experiments20 have also found that the compactivity does not

equilibrate between systems in contact, suggesting the stress en-

sembles11,21,22, force-network ensembles23, or ensembles that in-

clude both volume and stress microstates24,25, may provide the

basis for understanding granular systems. Despite this progress,

the identification of a granular temperature, and the validity of a

zeroth law for granular thermodynamics, remains an open ques-

tion, with recent experiments providing contrasting perspectives.

Bililign et al26 demonstrate that the force tile-area, or keramic-

ity, provides a temperature-like quantity in the force-moment en-

semble for a two-dimensional granular system in a work that also

highlights how protocol dependence complicates the search for a

statistical mechanics of granular materials. Meanwhile, Yuan et

al27,28 find that the original Edwards volume ensemble and the

compactivity are sufficient to establish a zeroth law of granular

thermodynamics in a system of tapped granular packings, includ-

ing systems with friction.

As the field of granular statistical mechanics develops, it is worth

starting to ask the question of whether there are granular analo-

gies to the other thermodynamic potentials used in chemical sys-

tems. In particular, the chemical potential plays a central role in

our understanding of equilibrium and mass transport in molecu-

lar systems. It also provides the basis for additional ensembles

in statistical mechanics, as well as a variety of molecular simula-

tion techniques, which suggests an equivalent quantity could be

useful in the study of granular systems. The concept of a non-

equilibrium chemical potential has been explored in the context of

driven non-equilibrium steady state systems29–31, such as in ac-
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3 APPLICATION TO A SIMPLE MODEL

tive matter31,32. Less is known with respect to the role a chemi-

cal potential plays in dense granular systems that are driven, but

move between static, jammed states. A granular chemical poten-

tial has been used to study the possibility of a first order phase

transition between disordered and crystalline jammed packings in

hard spheres33 and to motivate the use of partial molar volumes

in the analysis of bi-disperse granular packings34, but more direct

investigations of the granular chemical potential are not available.

The goal of this work is to explore the role of the granular chem-

ical potential, or granular potential to distinguish it from its chem-

ical equivalent, in equilibrium and its properties as a function of

its thermodynamic parameters in a simple system granular model.

We also demonstrate how the granular potential can be measured

within the Edwards ensemble. The remainder of the paper is orga-

nized as follows: Section 2 provides a thermodynamic definition

of the granular potential and its role in defining equilibrium in the

Edwards ensemble. Section 3 describes the application of the gran-

ular potential to a simple model of a granular material, including a

kinetic Monte Carlo simulation showing mass transport leading to

equilibrium, and two analytical examples of equilibrium in systems

able to exchange mass and volume. In Section 4, we show how dif-

ferences in the granular potential can be measured using a small

system approach. Our discussion and conclusions are contained in

Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2 A Granular Potential

The Edwards ensemble6,8 provides a starting point for a statistical

mechanics of granular systems by defining an ensemble where all

the jammed states of a system with the same volume, V , and a

fixed number of particles, N, are equally probable. The probability

of finding a given jammed state is then,

Pi = e−S/λ δ (V −Wi)Θ, (1)

where Wi is the Hamiltonian-type volume function for the configu-

ration, S is the entropy, λ is the analog to the Boltzmann constant,

Θ =

{

1 if collectively jammed

0 otherwise
, (2)

is the collective jamming condition and the normalization of the

probability is given by,

eS/λ =
∫

δ (V −Wi)Θd(all degrees of freedom). (3)

Integrating Eq. 3 and taking the natural log yields,

S/λ = lnΩ(V,N), (4)

where Ω(V,N) is the number of collectively jammed configurations.

In conventional thermal statistical mechanics, the partition func-

tion is connected to the other thermodynamic parameters through

the entropy and the first law, but there is no clear definition of heat

and work for granular systems. Instead, we can write an analogue

to the thermodynamic fundamental equation, where the volume

replaces the role of the energy, and introduce new granular ther-

modynamic potentials that affect variations of the volume, to give

for example,

dV = XdS+ γdN. (5)

Equation 5 defines Edwards compactivity for a system with fixed

N,

X =

(

∂V

∂S

)

N

, (6)

as a granular equivalent to the thermal temperature that measures

the capacity of the system to be compressed.

The second term on the right of the equality in Eq. 5 introduces

the granular potential, γ , as the intensive conjugate variable to

N that captures the effect of adding a particle to the system, as

an analogy to the chemical potential. We can also use the funda-

mental equation to establish the key characteristics of the granular

potential. For example, at constant volume, dV = 0, so Eq. 5 rear-

ranges to give,
(

∂S

∂N

)

V

=− γ

X
. (7)

At constant V , the insertion of a particle has two entropic effects.

The entropy is an extensive quantity, so adding a particle necessar-

ily increases S. However, the added particle also occupies volume,

which increases the density of the system, reducing the number of

accessible jammed states. The nature of the two contributions to

the granular potential can be seen clearly by taking the derivative

of Eq. 5 with respect to N at constant X , to obtain,

γ

X
=

1

X

(

∂V

∂N

)

X

−
(

∂S

∂N

)

X

, (8)

where (∂V/∂N) = V/N and (∂S/∂N) = S/N are the partial molar

volume and partial molar entropy, respectively, which become their

molar quantities for a single component system.

The conditions for equilibrium in a conventional thermodynamic

system are obtained by maximizing the total entropy, S = S1 + S2,

of an isolated composite system, composed of two subsystems in

contact with each other, that are able to exchange energy, mass

and volume, subject to conservation conditions. We can do the

same here. Writing Eq. 5 for subsystems 1 and 2 and using the

conservation of mass, dN = dn1 +dn2 = 0, and volume, dV = dV1 +

dV2, to obtain the variation of the total entropy,

dS = dS1 +dS2 = 0

=

(

1

X1
− 1

X2

)

dV1 −
(

γ1

X1
− γ2

X2

)

dn1.

(9)

Both n1 and V1 are independent, so Eq. 9 is only satisfied if the

coefficients are zero. At constant n1 the systems are in equilibrium

when X1 = X2, at constant V the systems are at equilibrium when

γ1/X1 = γ2/X2 and both equalities are required for general equilib-

rium.

3 Application to a Simple Model

To obtain a concrete understanding of the role the granular po-

tential plays in equilibrium we study a simple model consisting

of two-dimensional (2D) hard discs, with diameter σ , confined be-

tween hard walls separated by a distance 1 <H/σ < 1+
√

3/4 (see

Fig 1(a)). The model has been used previously to study the com-
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pactivity in granular systems35, as well as glassy relaxation36–41,

because all of the jammed states can be fully characterized. Briefly,

in 2D, a particle is locally jammed if it has three rigid contacts, not

all located in the same semicircle, but the local jamming of all the

particles is not sufficient for collective jamming42 as the concerted

motion of groups of particles can lead to unjamming. The restric-

tion on H/σ prevents such rearrangements. It also ensures that

discs can only touch their nearest neighbour on each side and the

wall. As a result, there are only two local jamming environments,

a dense structure with a volume v0 = H
√

(2σ −H)H, formed when

two discs are in contact across the channel, and a defect state with

volume v1 = Hσ , formed when two discs are in contact along the

channel. The total volume per particle of a jammed state is then

given by,

V/N = (1−θ )v0 +θv1, (10)

where θ = N1/(N0 +N1) is the fraction of defects in the system,

with N0 and N1 being the number of dense and defect states in the

packing respectively, and N1 +N0 = N. The whole system remains

collectively jammed as long as there are no neighbouring defects

(see Fig. 1(a), adopting the most dense jammed state as θ → 0 and

the least dense jammed state as θ → 0.5. The entropy of the system

is also just a function of defect fraction36,

S(θ )/λN = (1−θ ) ln(1−θ )− (1−2θ ) ln(1−2θ )−θ lnθ , (11)

that exhibits a maximum when θ = 1/2−
√

5/10. All the packings

of the system are isostatic and the model satisfies the Edwards pos-

tulate of equiprobable states. In the limit H/σ → 1, the system ap-

proaches the strict one-dimensional hard rod system and the distri-

bution of jammed states collapses to a single jammed state. When

H/σ > 1+
√

3/4 the discs can touch their next nearest neighbours

which leads to a more complex jamming landscape43, including

unusual asymptotically crystalline states44, where many of these

packings are not isostatic and it is not known if the system is de-

scribed by the Edwards ensemble.

Discrete element simulations of the model45, for both friction-

less and frictional particles, show there are important differences

between the idealized model and a more realistic representation

of a granular system, with the simulations being unable to sample

states associated with X → ∞ and X → 0. At small X , it is likely the

tapping is non-ergodic, so defects are slow to diffuse preventing

the system from reaching equilibrium, but at high X it is possi-

ble that the nature of the dynamics influences how the states are

sampled, which highlights the important role protocol plays in de-

termining the properties of real granular materials. Nevertheless,

the model correctly predicts many properties, including the states

sampled and the properties of the volume fluctuations, suggesting

the underlying Edwards ensemble still provides a starting point for

describing the statistical mechanics of the system.

The process of mass transport, leading to equilibrium, in our

granular system can best be demonstrated using a simple simu-

lation. We consider a system of N = 2000 discs and H/σ = 1.86,

divided into two subsystems with volumes V1/σ2 = 949.15 and

V2/σ2 = 1167.75, with V =V1 +V2, both initially containing n1(t =

0) = n2(t = 0) = 1000 particles. The particles in subsystem 1 are

initially arranged in the most dense state, with no defects (θ1 = 0),

while we randomly place defects in subsystem 2 such that there

are no neighbouring defects and θ2 = 0.24. The location of the

boundaries separating the two systems is fixed but particles can

pass through. Granular systems need dynamics that take them

from jammed state to jammed state so they can sample the ensem-

ble of states. Experimentally, this is usually achieved by shaking

or tapping the system, which provides the particles with kinetic

energy, causing the system to expand and opening up pathways in

configurational space that allow the system to rearrange. As a con-

sequence, the system naturally samples the canonical ensemble,

exchanging volume with the surrounding. It is important to note

that the ensemble is made up of the jammed states, but the sys-

tem moves through unjammed configurations as it jumps from one

jammed state to another in a way that is determined by the partic-

ular dynamics or protocol of the system. This is likely to influence

the probability with which the states are sampled. To simulate the

equilibration of the isolated system, where V is fixed, we take ad-

vantage of our knowledge of the complete set of jammed states

and use a simple kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) scheme that takes the

system directly between jammed states with moves that satisfy de-

tailed balance (see Appendix for details). The MC moves employed

by our method represent local exchanges, where particles swap en-

vironments with their neighbours so the defect states essentially

diffuse through the system, but non-local events also occur when

two defects diffuse together and are eliminated. A defect pair must

then be generated somewhere in the system in order to maintain

the fixed V . Our method allows the system to explore configura-

tion space and evolve towards equilibrium without any dynamical

bias and avoids any protocol dependence in the sampling of the

ensemble. As described, our composite system represents an iso-

lated granular system with fixed total volume and total number of

particles. The two subsystems also have fixed volumes but are able

to exchange particles, subject to the constraint n1 +n2 = N.

As described, our composite system represents an isolated gran-

ular system with fixed total volume and total number of particles.

The two subsystems also have fixed volumes but are able to ex-

change particles, subject to the constraint n1 + n2 = N. The simu-

lation is run for 20000 time steps and average quantities are cal-

culated over the last 18000 time steps. Figure 1(b) shows the

evolution of ni(t), the number of discs in each subsystem, as a

function of time. Both subsystems start with the same number

of particles, but discs rapidly move from subsystem 1, where the

density is high, into subsystem 2, until both ni(t) reach a plateau

after approximately 20 time steps and fluctuate around what is

clearly their equilibrium values, 〈n1〉= 896±5 and 〈n2〉= 1103±5.

Here, the error is the standard deviation of the data. The degree

of confinement in the model explicitly prevents the particles from

passing each other so they cannot diffuse. Instead, the defects dif-

fuse through the system, with defect pairs sometimes annihilating

and then spontaneously reforming in another part of the system

in order to keep the total defect fraction constant and the system

jammed. This leads to a redistribution of the volume and as the

defects diffuse into V1, effectively expanding average volume per

particle in this region, some particles are pushed from V1 into V2,

until equilibrium is obtained. In a molecular system, the transport

of material between subsystems would be driven by differences in

3
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V1 V2

H

(a)

n1(t)

Average n1
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Average n2

(b)
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Fig. 1 (a) Granular model showing the dense (0) and defect (1) states.

Neighbouring defects (11) allow the shaded (red) particle to become un-

jammed. The vertical dashed lines denote the subsystems with volumes,

V1 and V2. (b) The number of particles in each subsystem as a function

of time (solid lines) compared to their averages (dashed lines).

the chemical potential and the system would come to equilibrium

when the chemical potential is the same in each system. The mass

transport observed in our simulation suggests that a granular po-

tential may serve a similar role.

The granular properties of our composite system can be obtained

analytically as a function n1, using, Eqs. 10, 11, the conservation

of mass and volume, along with Eqs. 6 and 8, where we have also

used (∂V/∂S)N = (∂V/∂θ )N(∂θ/∂S)N . Figure 2(a) shows the total

entropy for the composite system exhibits a line of equivalent max-

ima corresponding to the equilibrium defined by Eq. 9. Figure 2(b)

shows the entropy per particle for a system with the volume V1 cor-

responding to our simulation. The upper bound to n1 occurs when

subsystem 1 contains enough particles to be in the most dense

jammed state, where θ1 = 0 and S1 = 0. The lower bound to n1 oc-

curs when enough particles have moved into subsystem 2 to cause

it to be in the most dense jammed state, where θ2 = 0 and S2 = 0.

The equilibrium value for n1 = 896.7, obtained as the maximum in

entropy of the isolated composite system, S = S1 +S2, is the same

as that obtained in the simulation. The compactivity in subsys-

tem 1 (Fig. 2(c)) increases as n1 decreases, and actually diverges

when S1 goes through its maximum. The divergence point appears

as the vertical line in X1. At smaller n1, the number of jammed

states in the system begins to decrease and the compactivity be-

comes negative, which is analogous to the appearance of negative

temperatures in thermal systems with similar distributions in their

density of states. At the same time, X2 decreases with decreasing

n1 and X1 = X2 at equilibrium. Figure 2(d) shows γ1/X1 decreases,

and γ2/X2 increases, as particles move from subsystem 1 to subsys-

tem 2, and γ1/X1 = γ2/X2 at equilibrium. This confirms that mass,

0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.30 0.32 0.34
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950

955

960

V
1
/

2

S1/n1
S2/n2
S/N

(b)

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

S
/
N

X1

X2

(c)

0.0

0.5
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2.0

2.5

X

1/ X1
2/ X2

(d)

-2
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/
X

800 850 900 950 1000

n1

Fig. 2 (a) Contour plot of total entropy, S, as a function of n1 and

V1, with V/σ2 = 2116.9, N = 2000 and H1/σ = H2/σ = 1.86. Dashed line

indicates a ridge of equivalent maxima. (b) Entropy, (c) compactivity and

(d) granular potential as a function of n1 for the composite system with

fixed V1/σ2 = 949.15 and V2/σ2 = 1167.75. Vertical black dashed lines

denote the equilibrium value of n1.
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0.36 0.38 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48

1835
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V
1
/σ
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S
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Fig. 3 (a) Contour plot of total entropy, S, as a function of n1 and

V1, with V/σ2 = 2470.58, N = 2000, H1/σ = 1.86 and H2/σ = 1.7. Black

point indicates maximum. (b) Entropy for system with V1/σ2 = 1841.64

corresponding to equilibrium.

in a granular system, moves from regions of high γ/X to regions

of low γ/X . If we choose a different V1, the maximum occurs at a

different n1 along the dashed line, but the equilibrium values of X

and γ/X remain the same because the compactivity and granular

potential should be uniform throughout the system and indepen-

dent of where we choose the dividing surface for subsystems.

To test the generality of our result, we build a second compos-

ite system with H1/σ = 1.86 and H2/σ = 1.70, so the particles in

the different height channels occupy different volumes when they

are in the two allowed local jamming environments. This exam-

ple is equivalent to allowing molecular exchange between two sys-

tems with distinct chemical environments, where we would still

expect the chemical potential in the systems to be equal at equi-

librium. Figure 3(a) shows that the composite system exhibits a

single maximum, despite the near parallel appearance of the con-

tour lines, corresponding to the coexistence between the two sub-

systems. However, the equilibrium is located at the point where

both subsystems have reached their maximum in entropy (See

Fig. 3(b)) so we find X1 = X2 = ∞ and γ1/X1 = γ2/X2 ≈ −0.4812,

which is minus the entropy per particle at the maximum of the en-

tropy maximum and is consistent with the expectations of Eq. 8

at X = ∞. We can also consider equilibrium in the composite sys-

tem where volumes V1 and V2 are fixed. For example, Fig. 4 shows

the thermodynamics of the composite system with V1 fixed away

from the global equilibrium. At the maximum S ≈ 0.3916, which is

lower than the global maximum as expected, and S1 6= S2. As a re-

sult, we still find that γ1/X1 = γ2/X2, but since dV1 = 0, the equality

of compactivities in Eq. 9 is no longer required, and X1 6= X2.

The granular potential gives us insight into the effects of adding

S1/n1
S2/n2
S/N

(a)

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

S
/λ
N

X1

X2

(b)

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

X

γ1/λX1
γ2/λX2

(c)

-2

0

2

4

6

8

γ
/λ
X

350 400 450 500

n1

Fig. 4 (a) Entropy, (b) compactivity and (c) granular potential as a

function of n1 for a composite system with, N = 2000, H1/σ = 1.86, H2/σ =

1.70, V1/σ2 = 465.83 and V2/σ2 = 1996.01. Vertical black dashed line

denotes the equilibrium value of n1.

a particle to a jammed system, but it is important to recognize that

particle insertion in a granular system is fundamentally different

from that in a chemical system. The particles in the initial jammed

state must rearrange to accommodate the new particle and ensure

the final state is also jammed, which is not the case, for example,

in the Widom insertion method46 used to calculate the chemical

potential. This has consequences for the effects of adding a particle

to the system. Figure 5 plots γ/X as a function of the compactiv-

ity, along with its two thermodynamic contributions identified in

Eq. 8. At high X , there are a large number of expanded jammed

states, so the entropic term makes a large contribution, while the

volume term, scaled by the compactivity, is small. The resulting

value for γ/X (with X > 0) is negative, which implies that adding

a particle to the system at constant volume increases the entropy

(Eq. 7). However, as X decreases, the volume term begins to in-

crease because jammed states are more compact and the system

needs to eliminate more defect states in order to accommodate the

new particle. At the same time S/N is decreasing, so eventually

γ/X changes sign, indicating the addition of a particle to the sys-

tem will lead to a decrease in the entropy.

4 Measuring the Granular Potential

The chemical potential of a thermal system can be measured us-

ing a variety of methods in molecular simulation46. Many of these

compare the properties of ensembles containing N and N +1 par-

ticles, but the global nature of the jamming constraint makes this

difficult and time consuming to evaluate. To overcome these dif-

ficulties, we propose using the small system ensemble method re-

cently developed by Bråten et al.47. The method measures the dif-

5
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Fig. 5 Thermodynamic contributions to γ/X from Eq. 8 as function of

compactivity, for a system H/σ = 1.86.

ference in chemical potential between two systems by embedding

a small subsystem of volume v in each of the bulk systems and us-

ing the overlap distribution method46,48–50 (ODM) to extract the

chemical potential difference from their respective n-particle prob-

ability distributions. This yields a size dependent chemical poten-

tial for the small subsystem, where small system boundary effects

are important, so the true chemical potential is obtained by mak-

ing measurements for different sized subsystems and extrapolating

to the thermodynamic limit.

To adapt this approach to a granular system described by the Ed-

wards ensemble, we start by considering the properties of a small

system of fixed volume v embedded inside a bulk system that is

large enough to act as a particle reservoir. The bulk system samples

jammed states according to the canonical ensemble at a given X

and so fluctuates in volume V . This allows the particles to move as

the system hops between jammed states, which causes the number

of particles contained within the subsystem v to fluctuate. Since

the bulk system states are jammed, the particles inside v are also

jammed. However, the finite size of the subsystem means there

are interfacial effects where particles, and the jamming constraints

that fix the particles in place, cross the boundary. For a subsystem

system with a given boundary, we can then identify three types

of particles, those completely contained within v, those that have

particle centres contained within v but have excluded volume that

crosses the boundary, and those that have particle centres outside

the subsystem boundary but have excluded volumes that extend

inside. We can count the number of particles in the cell, n, by

simply considering the number of particles completely inside the

cell, nv, i.e. n = nv. This would provide a strict lower bound on n

that will approach the correct thermodynamic value as v increases

and surface effects become less important. Alternatively, we can

average the effects of the two types of boundary particles, giving

n = nv +(1/2)(ns1 +ns2)≈ nv +ns1, (12)

where ns1 and ns2 are the number of boundary particles with their

centres inside and outside the subsystem, respectively, and the ap-

proximation on the right assumes the boundary particles location

relative to the boundary is random. In the thermodynamic limit,

ns1 again becomes insignificant, i.e. ns1/v → 0 as v → ∞.

The small subsystem represents a grand microcanonical ensem-

ble (see Appendix B) with a fixed volume v, immersed in a particle

reservoir that fixes γ/λX in the subsystem. The probability of ob-

serving n particles in v is then given by,

P(n) =
Ω(n,v)exp [γn/λX ]

Zγ/λX ,v
, (13)

where Zγ/λX ,v is the grand microcanonical partition function given

by Eq. 19. The ODM method compares the n-probability distribu-

tions at two different thermodynamics states, γ1/λX1 and γ2/λX2.

Taking the natural log of the ratio of the probabilities for the two

subsystems yields,

ln
P2(n)

P1(n)
= (γ2/λX2 − γ1/λX1)n+(1/λX2 −1/λX1)v

= a1n−a0

(14)

where we have used Eq. 20 to replace terms involving lnZγ/λX ,v,

and the fact that Ω(n,v) is the same in both subsystems, to ob-

tain a linear relationship in n. Equation 14 gives the difference,

(γ2/λX2 − γ1/λX1) as the slope, a1, and (1/λX2 −1/λX1)v as inter-

cept, a0. Notice we only obtain differences in the thermodynamic

quantities and there are only two independent quantities. How-

ever, the compactivities may well be known by other means leaving

only one difference to be found.

To obtain P(n) we perform Monte Carlo canonical ensem-

ble simulations (See Appendix C for details) in a system with

N = 5000, at different X , and H/σ = 1.86. After the system

reaches equilibrium at each compactivity, we sample configura-

tions separated by a minimum of 20 MC cycles, by randomly

selecting a point along the length of the system to act as the

center of the subsystem and counting n, for a series of v/σ2 =

37.2,74.4,186.0,279.0,372.0,744.0,1488.0,1860.0. The boundary of

the subsystem crosses the whole channel so the surface area, 2H,

remains fixed for all v. The probability distributions are calcu-

lated by sampling 1.25× 105 configurations and constructing the

histogram of each n. Figure 6(a) shows the overlapping distribu-

tions obtained for a subsystem at three different X . Comparing

each pair of thermodynamic states using Eq. 14 (see Fig 6) yields

the expected linear behaviour, consistent with the exact results.

In principle, the linear coefficients can be extracted by fitting the

histogram data, but the values of a1 and a0 can be more accurately

determined using a maximum likelihood approach49,50, which for

the current system is given by,

lnL(a1,a0|data) =
k

∑
1

ln f (−a0 −a1n)+
k

∑
1

ln f (a0 +a1n) (15)

where L(a1,a0|data) is the likelihood function, f (x) = [1 −
exp(−x)]−1 is the Fermi function, and k is the number of samples.

The surface area of the subsystems in our quasi-one-dimensional

model is constant, so we expect the small system values for a0 and

a1 to vary linearly with 1/v. Figure 7 shows the linear fits to the
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Fig. 6 (a) Small system P(n) as a function of n obtained from canonical

simulations at different X for H/σ = 1.86, N = 5000 and v/σ2 = 1488.

(b) ln[P2(n)/P1(n)] as a function of n obtained from simulation (points)

compared to exact results of the model used in Eq. 14 (solid lines).

coefficients obtained from the maximum likelihood analysis. The

values of both a0 and a1 vary about 10% of the exact result as v

goes from its smallest to largest value. Extrapolating the fits to

1/v = 0 yields estimates of a0 and a1 within 0.5% of the exact re-

sults.

5 Discussion

Our model provides an idealized representation of a granular ma-

terial that samples the Edwards volume ensemble, which lets us

examine the properties of a granular potential in a clear and rig-

orous way. In particular, we find that at constant volume, mass

moves from high to low γ/X , until equilibrium is established when

the total entropy of the system reaches its maximum, in analogy to

the chemical potential in molecular systems. Our work also shows

that the entropic effect of adding a particle to the system changes

sign as the compactivity because of the competing contributions

from the partial molar volumes and entropy. This is likely to be

quite general given the genetic evolution of thermodynamic pa-

rameters, V/NX and S/N, observed in Fig. 5.

Bertin et al.29 showed that intensive thermodynamic parame-

ters can be defined in non-equilibrium systems, even in the ab-

sence of detailed balance, when the conditional steady state prob-

ability of finding a subsystem in a given state satisfies an asymp-

totic factorization. The factorization assumption becomes exact for

one-dimensional systems that can be described by a transfer ma-

trix, which is the case for our model. Thus, we provide a specific

demonstration of a more general principle describing intensive

thermodynamic potentials in this simple type of non-equilibrium

system. However, it is important to note that the features of
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Fig. 7 Linear parameters (a) a0 and (b) a1 obtained using maximum

likelihood (filled symbols) as a function of 1/v. Errors estimated as two

standard deviations of 200 bootstrap samples of the maximum likelihood

are smaller than the symbols. Solid lines represent linear fits to the data

and exact results (open symbols) are located at 1/v = 0.

the granular potential observed here should be applicable to ex-

perimental systems in two- and three dimensions that have been

shown to follow the Edwards volume ensemble27,28, despite the

simplicity of our model.

Equation 8 identifies the need for partial molar volumes and en-

tropies that again have analogous functions to those observed in

molecular systems, and play important roles in our understanding

of mixtures. Chang et al.34 recently took a step in this direction,

using partial molar volumes and activity coefficients to describe

jamming densities in bi-dispersed granular packings, and Liu et

al.51 suggest that a granular potential needs to be developed to

understand binary mixtures of confined discs. The granular po-

tential could also play an important role in understanding phase

equilibria in granular materials, where we expect both the com-

pactivity and granular potentials to be equal in both phases at co-

existence. For example, hard sphere packings appear to exhibit

a first order freezing transition near random close packing from

the amorphous packing to the face centred crystal33,52,53, as do

sheared granular systems54,55. Orientational ordering has been

observed in the packings of cylindrical granular particles56.

Our example of equilibrium involving discs confined to two

channels with different heights provides a limiting case for such

a phase transition. The particles in the narrower channel occupy

more space than those in the wider channel, even though they

have the same two types of local packing environments, which

gives rise to different volume distributions for the jammed pack-

ings in each channel. This mimics the distinct distributions we

would expect to see in two phases of a granular system in higher

7
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dimensions. The coexistence in our model system occurs at X = ∞

because both distributions have the same entropy maximum, just

located at different volumes, which gives ∆S = S1 − S2 = 0 and

∆V = V1 −V2 > 0. However, in general, we would expect the high

density phase of any two phase granular system to have a smaller

number of jammed states and a lower entropy, which would move

the coexistence point to lower X and the transition would become

first order with ∆S > 0 and ∆V > 0.

Finally, we demonstrated the applicability of a small system

method for the calculation of the difference in γ/X between two

states when the bulk system is sampling the Edwards canonical

ensemble by comparing our simulation results to the exact model

analysis. The application of the method to systems in higher di-

mensions is more challenging because the surface area effects be-

come more important and particle volumes become correlated over

mesoscopic length scales, leading to system size effects. The shape

of the subsystem may also play a role in higher dimensions as this

may introduce edge and corner effects not present in our model.

Nevertheless, our work highlights the utility of treating subsystems

with boundary effects in granular materials and the method can be

used in simulation and experiment where the particle positions can

be visualized.

However, work is still required to put the granular potential on

the same fundamental footing as the chemical potential. Our cur-

rent analysis relies on the validity of the Edwards postulate and

identification of the compactivity as the appropriate temperature-

like variable. This is true in our model, recent simulations suggest

it is also true for jammed hard spheres near the jamming point19

and recent experimental studies find the compactivity provides a

meaningful measure of the granular temperature, but it may not

be generally valid20. We will need to examine the role of the gran-

ular potential in other ensembles, such as the stress ensemble24,26,

where additional thermodynamic parameters appear in the funda-

mental equation.

6 Conclusions

To conclude, we have shown that mass transport towards equilib-

rium in a simple model of a granular system is driven by differ-

ences in the ratio of the granular potential to the compactivity, and

that the system comes to equilibrium when both the compactivity

and the granular potential are uniform. The model also shows that

the granular potential plays a role in determining the equilibrium

between systems with different packing distributions, as we would

expect in a phase transition, suggesting that the granular poten-

tial may be a useful concept in understanding a broad range of

granular phenomena.
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A Kinetic Monte Carlo Method

This appendix describes the kinetic Monte Carlo Scheme used in

our simulations. The state of the system can be characterized as a

spin model, assigning particles in the most dense and defect states

a 0 or 1 respectively. A single KMC move involves randomly select-

ing a particle and randomly swapping its local environment with

the particle to the left or right. For example, {10} → {01} effec-

tively moves a defect to the right, while a swap {00} → {00} has

no net effect on the state. If the move results in a stable configura-

tion, with no neighbouring defects, the move is accepted.

If the move generates an unstable environment, the defect pair

is eliminated ({11} → {00}). However, the total number of defects

must remain fixed to ensure the system stays jammed at constant

V . A defect pair is then inserted by randomly selecting a particle.

If it is a zero, then an attempt is made to insert a second defect

two sites to the left or right with equal probability, ({00000} →
{01010}). If a stable configuration is created, then the move is

accepted, otherwise it is rejected. This is repeated until two defects

are successfully inserted, returning the number of defects to its

original value. One unit of time in the simulation corresponds to

N KMC moves.

B Grand Micro Canonical Ensemble

Here, we take a standard approach in statistical mechanics to de-

velop the partition function for a system with fixed V , and γ/X .

Consider a system of fixed volume that can exchange particles with

a particle reservoir. The composite system, consisting of the system

of interest and the reservoir, is isolated with fixed N and V , so can

it be described by the micro-canonical Edwards ensemble, where

all the jammed microstates have equal probability. With the system

in a fixed microstate with volume Vs, containing Ns particles, the

reservoir has Nr = N −Ns particles, where Nr >> Ns, and volume

Vr =V −Vs where Vr >>Vs. However, Vs is still sufficiently macro-

scopic that effects of the boundary between the reservoir and the

system can be ignored.

The probability of finding the system in a microstate s is given

by,

Ps =
1×Ωr(N −Ns)

∑s Ωr(N −Ns)
, (16)

where Ωr(N −Ns) is the number of microstates in the reservoir.

Taking the logarithm of Eq. 16 and expanding in terms of Ns yields,

lnPs ≈C+ lnΩr(N)−Ns

(

∂ lnΩr(Nr)

∂Nr

)

Nr=N

=C+ lnΩr(N)+
Nsγ

λX
,

(17)

where C is related to the denominator in Eq. 16 and we have used

Eqs. 4 and 7 to connect Ps to the granular potential imposed by the

8
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reservoir. Normalizing the probability then gives,

Ps =
exp[Nsγ/λX ]

Zγ/X ,V
, (18)

where,

Zγ/X ,Vs
=∑

s

exp[Nsγ/λX ] = ∑
Ns

Ω(Ns,Vs)exp[Nsγ/λX ], (19)

is the constant γ/X ,Vs partition function and the sum on the right

is formed by collecting together all jammed microstates with the

same number of particles contained in Vs.

Finally, the partition function is connected directly to a thermo-

dynamic potential through the Gibbs expression for the entropy,

S =−λ ∑s Ps lnPs, which gives,

λX lnZγ/X ,Vs
= XS+ γNs =Vs. (20)

C Canonical Ensemble Simulation Method

This appendix describes the canonical Monte Carlo simulation

used to study the granular potential in our quasi-one-dimensional

model. The state of the system of N particles can be character-

ized using a spin model, assigning particles at the top and bottom

of the channel as 1 and −1 respectively. Note this differs from

the model characterization used for the KMC. Two neighbouring

particles with the same sign represent a defect state ({1,1} and

{−1,−1}), two successive particles with opposite signs represent

a dense state ({1,−1} and {−1,1}). An MC move consists of ran-

domly selecting particle i and attempting to swap signs with the

i+ 1 neighbour. If the move generates an unstable configuration

(pair of defects) the move is rejected. If the move results in a de-

crease in volume, it is immediately accepted. Moves that increase

the volume ∆V are accepted with the probability exp[−∆V/λX ]. An

MC cycle consists of N MC moves. The system is equilibrated for

500N MC cycles at each X .
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